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Grid cells are neurons active in multiple fields arranged in a hexagonal lattice and are thought to 

represent the ‘universal metric for space’. However they become non-homogeneously distorted 

in polarized enclosures which challenges this view. We found that local changes to the 

configuration of the enclosure induce individual grid fields to shift in a manner inversely related 

to their distance from the re-configured boundary. The grid remained primarily anchored to the 

unchanged stable walls and showed a non-uniform rescaling. Shifts in simultaneously-recorded 

co-localized grid fields were strongly correlated suggesting the readout of the animal’s position 

might still be intact. Similar field shifts were also observed in place and border cells albeit of 

greater magnitude and more pronounced closer to the configured boundary suggesting that 

there is no simple one-to-one relationship between these three different cell types. 

  



Place(1), head-direction(2), boundary(3–5) and grid cells(6) constitute the major units of 

the hippocampal cognitive map which forms the basis of our ability to navigate and form episodic 

memories(7). Based on the grid cell periodic firing pattern and presumed invariance, the 

predominant hypothesis of grid cell function states that they represent the spatial metric system 

of the brain(8). According to the major computational models, place and border cells act 

predominantly to stabilize the grid without determining its hexagonality(9–12). However it has 

been recently shown that boundaries can significantly reshape grid cell symmetry(13, 14) but the 

nature of this influence as well as its relation to other spatial cells remains unknown. 

To study the effect of boundaries on grid cell structure we recorded from 347 spatially 

periodic cells(15), grid cells, in the medial entorhinal cortex (7 rats; Fig. S1A). The firing pattern 

of the majority (63%) exhibited hexagonal symmetry in at least one of the enclosures while that 

of other cells was more elliptical and irregular or had too few fields, and did not pass the 

hexagonality criterion, Fig. S2. Recordings were made while rats foraged for food in four familiar 

polygonal enclosures (presented in random order) which varied in shape from a left trapezoid 

(poly129˚) to a rectangle (poly180˚) with two intermediate shapes being irregular pentagons 

created by increasing the angle of the west-slanting wall of the trapezoid from 129˚ to either 145˚ 

or 160˚ (Fig. 1A). 

We found that individual grid fields close to the slanting wall underwent shifts as large as 

41.6 cm on average (the largest in the rectangle to poly145˚ transform) whereas distant fields 

remained largely unchanged (the minimum (0.6 cm) and median (3.3 cm) field shifts in the same 

rectangle to poly145˚ transform), suggesting that the grid was influenced by the moving wall 

segment while remaining primarily anchored to the stable east (or north) wall (Fig. 1; Fig. S3). 

Fields as far as 78 cm in the x direction from the slanting wall (Fig 1C top) shifted more than 

expected by chance (as measured in repeated trials in the same enclosure: 5.7 cm, see 

Supplementary Methods). The amount of shift was inversely correlated with the distance to the 

slanting wall (ρx=0.93, p< 10-5; ρy=0.88, p=0.004, linear regression, Fig. 1C), while the direction of 

shift was predominantly vertical, horizontal or perpendicular to the slanting wall (Fig. 1D). Four 

head direction cells (3 rats) recorded during such transformations showed little systematic 



changes (Fig. S4). The grid deformation was present for as long as we could record (>40 days in 

the rat (R2405) with the longest grid cell recordings, Fig. S5). 

We next looked for the mechanism that could explain such grid deformations. First, we 

confirmed that the field movements did not result from changes in the animal’s behavior in 

different geometric enclosures (Figs. S6&7). Next, we ruled out the appealing hypothesis that the 

local shifts reflected purely short range deformations resulting from individual ‘non-interacting’ 

grid fields maintaining fixed distances of 30 (the typical border cell width), 50 or 70 cm to the 

walls (Fig. S8). Finally, we investigated whether the field shifts could result from a global change 

in grid scale with the offset fixed only to the stationary east (or north) wall (Fig. S9). The average 

grid rescaling was significantly different in contracting vs. expanding enclosures (-2.0+1.1% and 

5.5+1.2% respectively; p=5.5*10-6; t554=4.59; two-sample t-test; Fig. 2A-B). In most 

transformations, rescaling was non-uniform across the enclosure (Fig. 2C-E; Supplementary 

Methods). Importantly, the maximum field shift did not significantly correlate with grid scale and 

was comparable across all the recorded grid modules (Fig. 3A-C; ρ=0.19, p=0.72, linear 

regression; 6 GC modules with grid scales ranging from 29-86 cm in 5 rats), indicating that the 

ratio of scales between neighboring grid modules is not constant (also see(16)). Furthermore, 

simultaneously recorded grid cells from different as well as the same grid modules showed a 

significant correlation between the magnitudes and directions of co-localized field shifts (Fig. 3C-

D). This indicates that the animal’s position can be accurately decoded following a compensation 

for grid transformation – in contrast, uncoupled grid transformations could not be compensated 

and would result in reduced accuracy (Figs. 3E&S10). The decoding error is also more pronounced 

close to the slanting wall for the non-linear grid transformation compared to the linear with the 

reversed tendency close to the stable wall (Fig. 3F). 

What could underlie this non-homogeneous grid rescaling? Previously, we suggested that 

competing place cells might constitute the basic building blocks of grid cells(17). In this model, a 

shift in one place field position influences the positions of adjacent place fields with the 

interaction force steeply decreasing as a function of the distance between fields. To test this idea, 

we recorded from 382 CA1 place cells (6 rats; Fig. S1B) in the same enclosures. Like grids, place 

fields in close proximity to the slanting wall shifted with the wall while the rest remained largely 



unaffected (Fig. 4). However, overall maximum place field shift was significantly larger than that 

of the comparable co-localized grid fields (average difference across all transformations: 2.8+0.24 

cm, p=10-27, t722=11.6, two-sample t-test). The shifts between simultaneously-recorded co-

localized grid (53) and place cells (101) (59 transformations, 3 rats; Fig. S11) were not significantly 

correlated (magnitudes and directions: 0.12+0.07 and 0.08+0.07 respectively, 11 

transformations; p=0.25, binomial test) although in some cases the correlation showed a trend 

towards significance (Fig. S11). This could indicate that some place cells may be in register with 

grid cells and others not, possibly related to different spatial influences such as those from border 

cells. 

We found that individual grid fields shift by different amounts in response to local changes 

in enclosure geometry and that the magnitude of the shift is inversely correlated with the 

distance from the movable wall. Importantly, the grid remains primarily anchored to the stable 

wall of the enclosure consistent with previous studies on other spatial cells and behavior showing 

that the extent of cue control depends on its perceived stability (18–20). These results suggest 

that the local geometry of the enclosure plays a key role in constructing the grid as indicated by 

previous behavioral observations that rats relied on local geometry to find a reward location(21, 

22). We have also shown that co-localized grid fields remained in register across all grid cells 

including ones from different grid modules suggesting that in principle these distortions could be 

corrected by the readout system to estimate the metric(23). Perhaps more likely, the 

transformed grids could lead to a misperception of self-location in the room frame of reference.  

Finally, we found that grid cells could undergo non-uniform transformations which might 

be implemented either by the Field–Boundary Interaction model(17) or by the Boundary Vector 

Cell model(24), also see (25). Place cells show similar tendencies albeit overall they shift by larger 

amounts. Previously it has been shown place cells can be formed even in the absence of grid 

cells(26). Here, we demonstrate that they can undergo a different degree of transformation in 

response to the same geometric manipulation suggesting that some place cells may be 

interacting with grid cells while others with border cells as previously suggested(27) or 

alternatively their spatial properties may be formed by different underlying mechanisms. 
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Figure Legends 

 Fig. 1. Local grid deformations. (A) a representative grid cell (R2338) where a single field 

adjacent to the slanting wall shifts, with lesser displacements in some farther fields and none in 

distant fields. Top left: peak firing rates. Blue arrows indicate moving fields, ‘*’ indicates a newly 

emerged field, and red arc, the slanting angle. Dashed line outlines grid structure in the rectangle. 

(B) mean vector fields of all the recorded grid cells indicating average field shifts between pairs 

of successive (but not necessarily immediately following each other) geometrical enclosures: the 

vector tail specifies field position in the first enclosure. The first and the second enclosures shown 

in dashed and solid lines respectively. (C) top and left: mean field shift across all transformations 

was inversely correlated with the distance to the slanting wall in x (top) and y (left) directions 

(ρx=0.93, p< 10-5; ρy=0.88, p=0.004); color-coded maps show  the mean range of grid field shifts 

in poly129˚ to rectangle (top) and rectangle to poly129˚ transformations (bottom). Top left: peak 

shift in cm. (D) directional changes of fields in expanding (exp) and contracting enclosures (cont). 

Top: black solid and dashed lines represent transformations to poly160˚ and rectangular 

enclosures respectively. Bottom: black solid and dashed lines represent transformations to 

poly129˚ and poly145˚ respectively. Dashed red lines show directions perpendicular to the 

slanting walls as well as vertical and horizontal walls. 

Fig. 2. Uniform versus non-uniform grid rescaling. (A) a typical grid cell with larger changes close 

to the slanting wall. Dashed lines: matched successive increments from right to left in exposed 

areas for homogeneity analysis. (B) average grid rescaling in different transformations. Different 

colors represent different transformations specified in (C). (C) average grid rescaling in x 

direction. (D-E) simulated grid rescaling with non-uniform (D) and uniform (E) grid rescaling.  

Fig. 3. Simultaneous changes in grid field positions. (A) 24 co-recorded grid cells (R2405, 011216) 

from two different modules (ratio ~1.6). Top left: peak firing rate. (B) maximum average field 

shifts vs. grid scale of six different grid modules (5 rats). Individual animals shown with different 

colors (green: R2405). (C) vector fields of cells in (A). Top and bottom: smaller and larger modules 

respectively. Different colors correspond to different cells. ‘◊’ and ‘o’ indicates fields which 

disappeared in poly129˚. (D) similarity matrices of field shift directions (left) and magnitudes 

(right) between co-recorded grids cells from five rats combined (R2405, R2383, R2338, R2375, 

R2298). All transformations from poly129˚ to a rectangle (and vice versa) and poly145˚ to a 

rectangle (and vice versa) were included. GC-GC direction and magnitude similarity thresholds: 

0.20 and 0.16 respectively. (E) position decoding error decreases with the number of cells and is 

smaller in grids non-uniformly transformed in register (blue) compared to uncoupled ones (red). 

Black: decoding in the absence of any transformation.’+’ decoding accuracy of our largest data 

set (50 simultaneously recorded grid cells). (F) Systematic position decoding error is larger in non-

uniformly (violet) compared to uniformly (brown) transformed grid cells close to the slanting 

wall. The tendency reverses close to the stable east wall. 

Fig. 4. Local changes in place fields. (A) representative place cell with one of its fields shifting 

with the slanting wall while a second more distant field remains relatively stable. Top left: peak 



firing rate. (B) mean vector fields indicating the average place field shifts between successive 

pairs of different geometrical enclosures. (C) color-coded map showing the range of vector 

magnitudes. First and second enclosures shown in dashed and solid lines respectively. Top left: 

peak shift in cm. (D) mean field shifts in all transformations (place cells: blue; grid cells: black) in 

x (top) and y (bottom) directions were more pronounced in place cells compared to grid cells 

with the difference larger close to the slanting wall. (E) color-coded map showing the range of 

vector directions. 
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Materials and Methods  

This work was conducted in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 

(1986). 10 adult male Lister Hooded rats were chronically implanted in the left and/or right 

hemisphere with a microdrive (Axona) loaded with four tetrodes (9 rats), or a single 

Neuropixels(28) probe (1 rat). Tetrodes were aimed at the deep layers of the medial entorhinal 

cortex (mEC, 6 rats: 4.3–4.5 mm lateral to the midline; 0.2–0.5 mm anterior to the sinus; angled 

forwards in the sagittal plane at 0–10° and 1.5 mm below the pia) and/or CA1 region (6 rats: 2.5 

mm lateral to the midline; 4 mm posterior to bregma and 1.4-1.8 mm below the pia). Tetrodes 

were lowered 100 μm or less per day at the end of each recording session until the first cells of 

interest were found. The Neuropixels probe was also aimed at the deep layers of mEC (see 

above). Once implanted the probe provided stable recordings for the duration of experiments (a 

couple of months) without any adjustments. 



Neural activity was recorded while the rats foraged for food in four familiar polygonal 

enclosures, which varied in shape from a left trapezoid (poly129˚) to a rectangle (poly180˚) and 

were presented in a random order. The two intermediate shapes were irregular pentagons 

created by increasing the angle of the west-slanting wall of the trapezoid from 129˚ to either 145˚ 

or 160˚ (Fig. 1A). Two main requirements were taken into account choosing the shapes of 

enclosures: they had to provide us with 4 systematic transformations and fit in as much of the 

2D pattern as possible while keeping all the transformations distinct. 

Subjects 

A total of 10 adult male Lister Hooded rats were used for the experiments. Rats were 

individually housed in clear plastic cages (68 cm × 44 cm × 48 cm, W × L × H) and were kept on a 

12:12 h reversed light: dark cycle (lights on at 10 pm) with controlled temperature (19–23 °C) and 

humidity (50–70%). The rats weighed 350-450g on the day of surgery. They were maintained on 

a 90% of body weight food deprivation schedule with the most recent feeding at least 12 h before 

the recordings. Water was supplied ad libitum.  

Surgery and electrodes 

The rats were anaesthetized with 1–3% of isoflurane in O2 and given a 0.01 mg per 100 g 

1:10 diluted i.p. injection of the analgesic Carprieve. Carprieve was given as jelly for three days 

postop. Nine rats were chronically implanted in the left and/or right hemisphere with a 

microdrive loaded with eight tetrodes (HM-L coated 90% platinum/10% iridium 17 μm diameter 

wire). The tetrodes were slightly spread, glued together and cut at the same level. The electrode 

tips were plated to reduce the impedance to 150–300 kΩ at 1 kHz. Tetrodes were aimed at the 

deep layers of dorsal medial entorhinal cortex (mEC, 6 rats: 4.3–4.5 mm lateral to the midline; 

0.2–0.5 mm anterior to the sinus; angled forwards in the sagittal plane at 0–10° and 1.5 mm 

below the pia) and CA1 region (6 rats: 2.5 mm lateral to the midline; 4 mm posterior to bregma 

and 1.4-1.8 mm below the pia). 6 screws were threaded into the skull and the microdrive 



anchored to them with dental cement. A jeweller’s screw fixed to the skull was used as a ground 

screw. 

Additionally, one animal was implanted with a Neuropixels probe. Neuropixels probes are 

new integrated silicon probes with 960 12 X12 µm recording sites arranged in two columns over 

a 9.6mm length on a 70 x 20 μm wide shank. Data were amplified, multiplexed and digitized 

directly on the probe enabling chronic recordings in freely moving rats. The probe was implanted 

permanently without a microdrive. The probe was glued into a 3D printed plastic holder with a 

copper mesh cage for protection from external electrical noise. It was aimed at the dorsal medial 

entorhinal cortex (mEC: 4.5 mm lateral to the midline; 0.3 mm anterior to the sinus; angled 

forwards in the sagittal plane at 6° and 5 mm below the pia). 

After the micro-drive implantation, the rats were given at least 7 days to recover before 

the experiments were started. The rat implanted with the Neuropixels probe was allowed 24 

hours to recover before training to forage and recording commenced. 

Histology and electrode localization 

After completion of the recording sessions the rats were anesthetized with 1–3% of 

isoflurane in O2 and euthanized using an overdose of sodium pentobarbital followed by 

transcardial perfusion with saline and 4% of paraformaldehyde (PFA). The brain was 

cryoprotected in 20% sucrose/PFA solution and sliced into 40 μm parasagittal sections using a 

cryostat microtome. Sections were mounted and cresyl violet Nissl-stained (tetrode animals) or 

immunostained for astrocytes with GFAP (Neuropixels probe animal) to allow visualization of the 

electrode track. Tetrode recording sites were determined by measuring backwards from the 

deepest point of the track and ensuring that the total length of the electrode track corresponded 

to the amount of electrode movement as measured from the microdrive screw turns (Fig. S1). 

20% shrinkage was allowed for in histology. Neuropixels recording sites were measured from the 

bottom of the stationary probe. mEC layer II cells were identified as a densely packed strongly 

stained superficial layer of cells. mEC layer III cells were less intensely stained and less densely 



packed. mEC layer V cells were intensely stained cells in the pyramidal cell layer adjacent to the 

lamina dissecans. mEC VI layer were less intensely stained and adjacent to layer V. 

Data collection 

Rats were allowed a recovery period of at least 7 days after surgery (24 hours in case of 

Neuropixels probe implantation) at which point screening for cells began. Tetrodes were lowered 

100 μm or less per day (at 50μm steps) at the end of each recording session until the first cells of 

interest were found. No screening was required for the animal implanted with a Neuropixels 

probe. Data were collected using a KC705 FPGA board. Two infrared light emitting diodes (LEDs) 

of different intensities and separated by 6 cm were fixed on the animal’s head in order to track 

the animal’s position and head orientation. The (x, y) coordinates of the LEDs were acquired at 

50 Hz by an infrared camera attached to the ceiling above the centre of the environment. 

Single cell isolation from multi-unit recordings 

The experimenter was blind to the cell firing patterns during data collection and cell 

cluster cutting. Isolation of single units was performed by KlustaKwik(29) followed by manual 

curation to make sure that noise transients were not included as units and that the same cell was 

not split into several clusters. Clusters were isolated in a feature space where all possible 

combinations of pairs of spike amplitudes recorded by the four tetrodes were plotted against 

each other. Unit isolation was further refined by taking into account additional properties of spike 

waveforms such as the existence of positive pre-potentials. The clusters were included into the 

analysis if: the cell refractory period was >2 ms and the cell fired at least 150 spikes in at least 

two enclosures. The clusters were assigned to the same cell on different trials if: the tetrode had 

not been moved between trials; there was minimal change in spike waveforms; the position of 

the target cluster and neighbouring clusters remained similar in feature space. In the case of 

newly appearing fields, these were cut separately and their waveforms compared to the entire 

cluster to make sure that they were identical. Finally, only cells with well-defined fields were 



included for future analysis. Neuropixels probe data were isolated using Kilosort(30). Isolated 

single units were manually curated using PHY(31) following the criteria described above. 

Training procedures and testing environments 

Cells were recorded in four different wooden polygonal enclosures varying in shape from 

a left trapezoid (called poly129˚ to reflect the angle between the base and the apex) to a 

rectangle (1.8m x 1.0m) called poly180° with two intermediate shapes which were irregular 

pentagons created by increasing the angle of the west-slanting wall of the trapezoid from 129˚ 

to either 145˚ (poly145˚) or 160˚ (poly160˚) (Fig. 1A). All enclosures were made from the same 

four 1.8m x 50 cm boards stood on edge. The poly 180° rectangle measured 1.8m x 1.0m whereas 

the other polygons measured: 1.8m x 1.0m x 1.0m x 1.3m (poly 129°); 1.8m x 1.0m x 1.0m x 1.0m 

x 0.45m (poly 145°); 1.8m x 1.0m x 1.0m x0.87m x 0.71m (poly 160°). Each recording session 

usually consisted of two to four 30 min long trials in different enclosures presented in a random 

order. Occasionally the same randomly chosen enclosure was presented twice in a session to 

check the stability of the firing pattern when no change in geometry occurred. The animal had 

~10–15 min breaks between trials during which they sat on a small open platform in the same 

room. The animals were not disoriented between the trials. All enclosures were centred at the 

same position in the room below the tracking camera and the enclosure reconfigurations were 

visible to the animal. The room was well illuminated with multiple cues positioned around the 

recording enclosures including one large well-illuminated white card (1.13 m × 0.83 m) at the 

west side of the environment. Initial cell screening was carried out in the poly129˚ enclosure 

(except for the rat implanted with Neuropixels probe who was initially trained in a rectangle) for 

~7 days or until the first spatially modulated cells were recorded and then the training in other 

enclosures would commence to ensure that all enclosures were familiar to the animal (at least 5 

exposures) prior to recordings. 

 

 



Firing rate maps 

A locational firing rate map was constructed by dividing the number of spikes fired in a 

given part of the environment by the time spent there. Position data and spike counts were 

sorted into 2.6 cm × 2.6 cm spatial bins. Unsmoothed firing rate maps were obtained by dividing 

the spike count in each bin by the dwell time in that bin. The firing rate map was smoothed by 

applying adaptive smoothing as previously described in(13). Colour bars represent firing rate in 

deciles of the range of firing rates (top 10% in red, bottom 10% in blue). Unvisited bins are shown 

in white. 

Directional firing rate was estimated by dividing spike counts and dwell times into 3⁰ bins. 

Boxcar smoothing of 5 bins (15 ⁰) was applied to spike and dwell time maps before dividing them. 

The preferred direction was defined as a direction with the largest firing rate with the exception 

of three cases in which it was obviously incorrectly skewed by outliers. In these case the direction 

was calculated as a vector sum from all the points in the polar rate map. 

Cell classification  

Grid cells were defined as cells with a gridness score >0.27 in at least one enclosure and 

head direction cells were defined as cells with a Rayleigh vector >0.3 as described in(15). Border 

cells were active only close to one of the walls or two of the adjacent walls. 

Evaluating field shift 

We evaluated the shift in a field position by looking at the change in field centre 

coordinates in different enclosures within a session for each individual cell. All possible 

permutations of pairs of transformations were included preserving their chronological order. For 

example, the data from a session with three trials, A, B, C (in that order) would be used to 

construct three ("A->B", "B->C", "A->C") vector maps. To identify the individual fields of a spatially 

periodic cell, logarithmic rate maps were used. Each rate map was normalized to have the values 



from zero to one and a threshold of 0.7 was applied. The individual regions with at least eight 

adjacent above-threshold bins were defined as fields. To ensure correct assignment of the field 

centres (e.g. detecting weak fields and separating close fields so they are not merged) a manual 

check was subsequently performed on each rate map. Only a small proportion of field 

assignments had to be adjusted. The bin with the maximum firing rate was defined as the centre 

of the field (unless it was a clear outlier on the edge of the field in which case a centre of mass 

was chosen as the field centre). The pairing of corresponding fields from different rate maps was 

based on their proximity compared to the proximity of other fields. The overall average vector 

field was calculated by taking the mean field shift in a 5x5 bin area (corresponding to 13x13cm2 

region) from all grid cells (or place cells). The tail of the resultant vector was shown in the centre 

of the corresponding bin. 

The range of field movement 

We used the vector fields (see ‘Evaluating field shift’) to estimate the range and maximum 

field shifts. The threshold of significant shift was defined as the intrinsic shift due to tracking 

resolution, differences in animal positional sampling and other uncontrolled variations between 

experimental conditions and was calculated as the average shift of all available vector field maps 

in transformations with no change to the enclosure geometry: 6.8 cm for place cells (46 

transformations; 4 rats) and 5.7 cm for grid cells (9 trials; 3 rats). It is also comparable to 

previously reported position measurement error(32). 

Directions of field movement 

We used the vector fields (see ‘Evaluating field shift’) to calculate the directions in which 

fields moved. Only fields with significant shifts were included. To evaluate whether the 

directionality of field movement correlated with the angle of the moving wall (i.e. was 

perpendicular to it) or was more biased towards vertical or horizontal movement we calculated 

the average distribution of these directions in all transitions to the poly129˚ enclosure (poly145˚-

>poly129˚; poly160˚->poly129˚; poly180˚->poly129˚) as well as all transitions to the poly145˚ 



enclosure (poly160˚->poly145˚; poly180˚->poly145˚) in expanding transformations and 

transitions to the poly160˚ (poly129˚->poly160˚; poly145˚->poly160˚) and to the rectangle 

(poly129˚->poly180˚; poly145˚->poly180˚; poly160˚->poly180˚) in all contracting 

transformations. 

Simultaneous changes in grid cells and place cells 

We investigated the correlation between the individual field shifts of simultaneously 

recorded grid cells and place cells. In this analysis we included the data from transformations 

poly129˚ to a rectangle (and vice versa) and poly145˚ to rectangle (and vice versa) since the field 

shifts in these transformations were most pronounced. A vector field was generated for each grid 

cell pair by taking the mean field shifts in a 39x39 cm2 area. We have defined a ‘direction similarity 

matrix’ and a ‘magnitude similarity matrix’ to evaluate how similar the directions and amounts 

in which the co-localised fields moved. The GC-GC direction similarity for each bin was calculated 

as: 

𝐺𝐶 − 𝐺𝐶 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥𝑏𝑖𝑛, 𝑦𝑏𝑖𝑛) =
∑ cos(𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑗)

𝑁𝐺𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠

𝑖,𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)

𝑁𝐺𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
 

 

where αi,j directions in which grid cell ‘i’ and grid cell ‘j’ shifted; (xbin,ybin) – their starting position; 

NGCpairs – the number of co-recorded pairs of grid cells in this position. In case of fields with aligned 

directions of movements, the direction similarity is equal to ‘1’. If the fields shift in perpendicular 

directions (or random directions), their similarity index is equal to zero; whereas if they shift in 

opposite directions, the similarity is equal to ‘-1’. 

The PC-GC direction similarity for each bin was calculated as:  



𝑃𝐶 − 𝐺𝐶 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥𝑏𝑖𝑛, 𝑦𝑏𝑖𝑛) =
∑ cos(𝛼𝑖 − 𝛼𝑗)𝑁×𝑀

𝑖,𝑗

𝑁 × 𝑀
 

where N and M are the numbers of grid and place cell respectively; αi and αj are the directions of 

grid field and place filed shifts respectively. 

The similarity between GC-GC amounts of shift for every bin of the ‘magnitude similarity 

matrix’ was calculated as: 

𝐺𝐶 − 𝐺𝐶 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥𝑏𝑖𝑛, 𝑦𝑏𝑖𝑛) =

∑ (1 −
|𝐴𝑖 − 𝐴𝑗|
𝐴𝑖 + 𝐴𝑗

2

)
𝑁𝐺𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠

𝑖,𝑗(𝑖≠𝑗)

𝑁𝐺𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
 

where Ai and Aj are the amounts of shift of co-localized fields of grid cell ‘i’ and grid cell ‘j’ 

respectively; NGCpairs – the number of co-recorded pairs of grid cells. In case field shifts of identical 

distances, the magnitude similarity is equal to ‘1’ and it reduces towards ‘-1’ with large 

disparities. 

The PC-GC magnitude similarity for each bin was calculated as:  

𝐺𝐶 − 𝑃𝐶 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥𝑏𝑖𝑛, 𝑦𝑏𝑖𝑛) =

∑ (1 −
|𝐴𝑖 − 𝐴𝑗|
𝐴𝑖 + 𝐴𝑗

2

)𝑁×𝑀
𝑖,𝑗

𝑁 × 𝑀
 

where N and M are the numbers of grid and place cells respectively; Ai and Aj are the amounts of 

shift of co-localized fields of grid cell ‘i’ and place cell ‘j’ respectively. 

We evaluated the significance of similarity values by randomly shuffling the starting 

positions of the vector fields (binned into 3x5 matrix) of all co-recorded cell pairs and calculated 

their direction and similarity matrices. In each surrogate the similarity expected by chance was 



equal to the maximum value of the surrogate map. All cell pairs were considered and the shuffling 

was carried out 200 times. The 95th percentile was used as a threshold criteria. The bins with 

similarity values above the threshold corresponded to locations where fields of co-recorded grid 

cells (place cells) moved in register with each other. 

Modelling short range border cell effects on grid cells 

Only rectangle-to-poly129˚ transformations were used to model the border cell effect on 

grid cell firing patterns. All the first trial maps (rectangular enclosure) were transformed in the 

following way: for the west (south) border cell effect the grid cell field within 30 cm from the 

border was shifted to align to the new position of the wall overriding the previous fields in this 

area and not affecting the more distant fields. Field shifts were estimated as previously described 

in ‘Evaluating field shift’. The maximum field shift was used to assess the relationship between 

the grid scale and the field shift. The cross-correlation between the simulated and the second 

rate map was used to evaluate how well this model captured the real data. We also repeated the 

same procedure with 50 cm and 70 cm ranges of border effects which did not change the initial 

results. 

Border cells with fields adjacent to the slanting wall changed their receptive fields to 

continue to abut it. Our data showed that border cells (26 mEC border cells, 3 rats) active along 

the west and south walls often extended their firing onto the slanting wall whereas those firing 

at the stationary north or east walls remained unchanged (Fig. S8A). 

This simple model was unable to account for our results. We looked at the largest 

transformation (rectangle to poly129˚ (Fig. S8B-D)) and found that the average cross-correlation 

coefficients between the west side grid pattern of the first and the second experimental 

enclosures, and between the first experimental and the simulated enclosure were not 

significantly different (Fig. S8C, 0.48+0.02; 0.44+0.02 respectively; p=0.33, multi-comparison with 

Bonferroni correction). Both were significantly lower than those of the east side (0.73+0.01, 

p=4*10-9, multi-comparison with Bonferroni correction) suggesting that the model does not 



perform better than the assumption of a stable grid, which in turn can be ruled out given the 

difference in cross-correlation between the east and west sides. Importantly, this model predicts 

a significant correlation between the grid scale and the field shift (Fig. S8) which was not observed 

in our experimental data (Fig. 3B). 

Measuring mean grid scale as well as its horizontal and vertical components 

The mean grid scale was measured from the local spatial auto-correlogram as previously 

described(13) taking the mean distance between the centre and three surrounding peaks. In case 

of spatially periodic non-grid cells the distance corresponded to the mean distance between the 

centre to the closest local spatial peaks (1-3 peaks). The horizontal grid scale was equal to the 

average distance between the centre and local peaks occurring between angles of -44 and 45 and 

between 136 and 225 degrees whereas the vertical scale was equal to the average distance 

between the centre and local peaks at 46-135 and 226-315 degrees. 

Grid homogeneity test along the long axis of the enclosure 

For simplicity, in our simulations we used a vertical periodic band to model our 

observations (Fig. S9). Its spatial frequency in the first enclosure was set equal to the 

experimentally observed average grid scale and in the second was randomly rescaled by <+10% 

(‘+’ and ‘-’ for expanding and contracting transformations respectively) with the offset fixed to 

the east wall. This simple model captured several of the key experimental observations: (1) field 

shifts were larger closer to the slanting wall, (2) their maximum magnitudes were similar to 

experimentally observed ones (<20 cm), and (3) the shifts were comparable for all grid scales 

within a given range. However, this model predicts that the largest field shifts should be observed 

at the top west corner of the enclosure, whereas they were most prominent in the bottom west 

region, reflecting the strong influence of the slanting wall and suggesting that grid rescaling may 

not have been uniform. 



To test how homogeneous the rescaling was, we examined how the structure changed as 

we gradually exposed more of the western part of the field. We started with a ∆𝑥=50 cm x 1 m 

area abutting the east wall in the first enclosure and compared it with a ∆𝑥 + δ area of the second 

enclosure, where δ varied from -13 to 13 cm in 2.6 cm steps. Each of the latter were rescaled 

back to ∆𝑥 to match the sizes of the two exposed areas for comparison. Optimal rescaling 

corresponded to the largest cross-correlation coefficient and was calculated as 

𝐺𝐶 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔(∆𝑥) = −
𝛿

∆𝑥
 

The exposed area of the first enclosure was gradually expanded along the long axis of the 

enclosure towards the slanted west wall by incrementally increasing ∆x in 10.4 cm steps to a 

maximum of 161 cm, repeating the same optimal rescaling procedure. 

The periodic bands in the second simulated enclosure were either uniformly or non-

uniformly rescaled in the x dimension and anchored to the east wall. We also repeated this 

procedure on the same dataset but starting from the west wall instead. 

Uniform grid scale changes should yield a constant rescaling along the entire length of the 

enclosure (Fig. 2E). In contrast, we found that in the majority of expanding and contracting 

transformations the rescaling varied across the enclosure (Fig. 2C) suggesting a non-uniform grid 

scale change (Fig. 2D). The average correlation coefficients were significantly higher between the 

first rate map and the rescaled second rate map compared to the non-rescaled second rate map 

(0.68+0.01 vs. 0.64+0.01 respectively; p=0.00004; t20=5.19, two-sample t-test). The observed 

rescaling profile was steeper than that predicted by a uniform grid rescaling (with rescaling equal 

to the ratio between the mean grid scale in the second and the first enclosures) and showed a 

significantly higher mean correlation coefficient (0.68+0.01 vs. 0.59+0.01; p=4*10-11; t20=12.96, 

two-sample t-test). 



Our rescaling model assumed grid offset fixed to the stable east wall and resulted in lower 

cross-correlations coefficients if the same analysis was with a grid anchored to the west wall: 

mean correlation coefficients 0.68+0.01 vs. 0.58+0.01 respectively (p=9*10-11, t20=12.33, two-

sample t-test). Thus, the grid was primarily fixed to stable east boundaries even though border 

cell signals were defined along all the available boundaries. 

Evaluating the effects of directional sampling variability on firing rate maps in grid cells and 

place cells 

We evaluated how well the changes in firing patterns could be explained by the difference 

in the animal’s running direction. The rate maps were recalculated after filtering the animal’s 

running direction as it was running eastwards (0+45 deg), northwards (90+45 deg), westwards 

(180+45 deg) and southwards (270+45 deg). Directionally balanced rate maps of the first and the 

second enclosures were obtained so that each filtered direction only included bins visited in both 

enclosures in a given direction. The balanced unsmoothed maps were combined again to obtain 

the overall directionally balanced rate map. We calculated the cross-correlation coefficients of 

the left (and right) half of the first enclosure and the corresponding half of the second enclosure 

(the unvisited bins of the larger enclosure were not included into calculations). The analysis was 

done on both directionally balanced and normal rate maps: only (filtered) trials with >100 spikes 

were included (having zero threshold did not change the results). Also the number of spikes were 

calculated for each running direction.  

No significant difference was observed between these two sampling modes (Fig. S6). 

Namely, we found that the cross-correlations between the left sides of the first and the second 

rate maps were significantly lower compared to the right sides in both down-sampled and normal 

rate maps (balanced right and left sides: 0.58+0.04 vs. 0.72+0.03, t12=-2.8, p=0.02; normal right 

and left sides: 0.56+0.04 vs. 0.70+0.04, t12=-2.7, p=0.02, two-sample t-test), but there was no 

difference between the two on either left or right sides (left: t12=0.23, p=0.82; right: t12=0.36, 

p=0.72, two-sample t-test). 



For one animal with the largest number of recorded grid cells (R2405) we selected the 

centres of fields anew in directionally balanced rate maps and recalculated the vector fields as 

previously described. We compared the new vector field with the one previously obtained (with 

the unbalanced directional sampling) and found no discernible difference between them (Fig. 

S6). 

In addition , the cross correlations and normalised spike numbers defined as 
𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟2−𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟1

𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟2+𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟1
 

were calculated between rate maps filtered by different running directions taking into account 

all possible pairs: north-south; east-west; north-west; north-east, south-west, and south-east to 

investigate if there was a difference between these measures. Again, we found no significant 

differences in cross correlation coefficients or the number of spikes of directionally filtered rate 

maps (Fig. S7; the cross-correlation coefficients: F(5, 36)=1.94, p=0.11; the normalized number 

of spikes: F(5, 36)=0.54, p=0.74; the number of spikes: F(3, 24)=0.49; p=0.69; one-way ANOVA). 

The analysis was carried out for each animal for grid cells and place cells separately. 

Decoding procedure  

Single step Bayesian decoding was used to estimate a rat’s position in each time bin(33). The 

probability of rat’s position was calculated by applying Bayes’ rule: 

𝑃(𝑥|𝒏) =
𝑃(𝒏|𝑥)𝑃(𝑥)

𝑃(𝒏)
 

Here P(n|x) is the probability for the grid cell ensemble N to fire n spikes, P(x) is the probability 

of an animal being in a particular location during the trial and P(n) is the normalization factor. 

The posterior probability of locations expressed through the activity of grid cell ensemble:  

𝑃(𝑥|𝒏) =
𝑃(𝑥)

𝑃(𝒏)
∙ ∏

∆𝑡𝑓𝑖(𝑥)𝑛𝑖

𝑛𝑖!
exp [−∆𝑡𝑓𝑖(𝑥)] 



Here ∆𝑡 is the time bin for the sliding window, 𝑓𝑖(𝑥) is the mean firing rate for ith grid cell and 𝑛𝑖  

is the number of spikes in the particular time bin for the ith grid cell. The maximum of this 

function corresponds to the reconstructed position. The time bin was set to 1s and both 

reconstructed position and decoding error, defined as linear difference between reconstructed 

and measured positions, were calculated for each bin. For theoretical convenience grid cells were 

treated as independent Poisson neurons similar to (33). 

Simulated data: a set of grid cells from two different grid modules (50cm and 80cm wavelengths, 

consistent with our recorded data) was simulated using random offsets and the same grid 

orientation. Grid field sizes and maximum firing rates were matched to the recorded data. Two 

additional grid cell sets were generated from this set by applying two types of grid 

transformations. The first set had a non-linear (quadratic) GC pattern transformation where all 

grid cells were on average rescaled by -10% (‘-’ indicates that the scale was reduced; the 

magnitude of rescaling was gradually decreasing along x axis as previously described; all grid cells 

were resized in sync). Grid cells of the second set were randomly rescaled (uncoupled) by – (1-

19)% (same average effect size but different magnitudes of individual transformations). The 

resizing factor of -10% was selected to match a rectangle to poly129° transformation. For each 

cell in both sets, a spike train was generated by a Poisson process. The running path was taken 

from our measured data set. The left (west) most 30 cm of the environment was not included in 

the calculation of position reconstruction error shown in Fig. 3E due to the grid cell pattern 

rescaling rendering the error in this region meaningless (Fig. S10B). 

Results: the decoding of the rat’s position from a trial with 50 simultaneously recorded grid cells 

in a rectangular environment was performed. The mean error of the reconstructed position was 

16.0 cm. This is comparable with the simulated data where decoding error for 50 grid cells was 

14.1+0.8 cm. 

Next we looked at the decoding error for a transformation where all simulated grid cells 

rescaled in register compared to the situation where individual grid cell transformations were 

uncoupled. Posterior probability of position for each rescaled ensemble was calculated using 



respective simulated spike trains and firing rates from grid cell data recorded in a rectangle. We 

found that the position reconstruction error was 50% higher when grid cells transformations 

were uncoupled even if the average rescaling was the same (Fig. 3E). The prediction error for the 

reconstructed position consisted of two parts: (1) the stochastic decoding error caused by 

behavioural sampling and recording limitations and (2) the systematic decoding error determined 

by the amount of grid rescaling, which could be compensated if the average effect size was 

known (Fig. 3F). 



Supplementary Figure Legends 

Fig. S1 

 

Sagittal Nissl-stained brain sections showing the recording locations in mEC and CA1. (A) mEC 

recordings. (B) CA1 recordings. Bottom right: rat ID. Bar: 1 mm. R2405 section was immune-

stained for GFAP (astrocytes) and shows the position of Neuropixels probe. 

  



Fig. S2 

 

 

 

 

 

Spatially periodic non-hexagonal cells. Typical examples of spatially periodic non-grids. Different 

columns represent different cells recorded in four rats. Top left: peak firing rate; top right: 

gridness score. Note that the fields close to the slanting wall move while the distant ones remain 

fixed. 

  



Fig. S3 

 

Grid and place field shifts with gradual systematic changes to enclosure shape. (A-B) mean 

vector fields of all the recorded grid cells (A) and place cells (B) indicating average field shifts 

between pairs of successive (but not necessarily immediately following each other) geometrical 

enclosures: the vector tail specifies field position in the first enclosure. The first and the second 

enclosures shown in dashed and solid lines respectively.  



Fig. S4 

 

Four recorded head direction cells from three different rats (R2298, R2377, R2375). Polar plots 

of four head direction cells recorded in three different enclosures shown in the upper left corner. 

Preferred head direction (HD) indicated with a solid line. Trials presented in their recording order. 

  



 

Fig. S5 

 

Change of grid field positions across days. (A) examples of three grid cells (R2405) shown in 

different columns recorded in rectangular and poly129˚ enclosures on three different dates 

spanning 39 days. Top left: firing rate. White dashed line defines the grid structure from the 

rectangle also overlaid on the poly129˚ enclosure. Arrows indicate field shifts. (B) vector fields 

indicating field shifts on three different days (left column). Magnitudes and directions of field 

shifts shown in middle and right columns respectively. Top right corner: date of recording. Top 

left corner: maximum shift in cm. Note the similarity over time. 

  



 

Fig. S6 

 

Field shifts between rate maps of comparable directional sampling. (A) typical grid cell in first 

rectangular (top) and second poly129˚ enclosures (bottom) during directionally balanced (left) 

and normal enclosure (right) sampling. Top left: peak firing rate. (B and C) vector fields from rate 

maps with directionally balanced (B) and normal (C) enclosure sampling. Dashed and solid lines: 

the first and the second enclosures respectively. Top left: the largest field shift in cm. (D and E) 

cross-correlations between west (W) and east (E) parts of first and second enclosures for grid 

cells (GC) and place cells (PC) in directionally balanced enclosure sampling (D) and normal 

sampling (E). The cross-correlation of rate maps with balanced directional sampling was 

comparable to that with normal sampling. 

  



Fig. S7 

 

The firing patterns of both grid cells and place cells are independent of animal’s running 

direction. (A) average cross-correlation coefficients between grid (left) and place (right) cell firing 

patterns as the animal ran in six different directions. NS, WE, NE, NW, SE, SW specify north-east, 

west-east, north-east, north-west, south-east, south-west respectively. n.s.: statistically non-

significant; one way ANOVA: FGC(5, 36)=1.94, pGC=0.11; FPC(5, 30)=1.46, pPC=0.23. (B) average 

normalized spike number differences of grid (left) and place (right) cell as the animal ran in 

different directions: FGC(5, 36)=0.54, pGC=0.74; FPC(5, 30)=1.25, pPC=0.31. (C)  grid (left) and place 

(right) cell average spike numbers fired as the animal ran in four different directions; E, W, S, N: 

east, west, south and north respectively: FGC(3, 24)=0.49, pGC=0.69; FPC(3, 20)=1.99, pPC=0.15. 



Fig. S8 

 

Modeling direct effect of borders on grid cells. (A) example border cells recorded simultaneously 

with grid cells. Border cells (R2298 and R2375) with fields abutting the slanting wall (2 left 

columns) move with the wall (or disappear: second column, top row); border cells away from the 

slanting wall remain constant (2 right columns). (B) simulations of direct BC effect predict that 

the shift should be proportional to the grid scale: red, violet and green correspond to effects from 

south, west or combined respectively. (C) cross-correlations between the east (E) sides of 

manipulated grid cell rate maps is significantly larger than the west side (W). Cross-correlation 

coefficients between the west sides of the first and the second and the first and simulated rate 

maps (‘sim’) are not significantly different. (D) example grid cells (R2375 and R2405) of different 

scales with new field positions approximated by direct effects from border cells. Top and third 

rows: peak firing rates. Second and fourth rows: cross-correlation coefficients between west (top 

left corner) and east (top right corner) sides of the first and the second (second row) and the first 

and simulated rate maps (fourth row). ‘crop’ corresponds to rate maps in the first row above 

cropped to the same size as rate maps in the row below (‘data’). 



 

 

Fig. S9 

 

The rescaling tended to be larger along the long horizontal axis of the enclosure compared to 

the vertical axis. (A) average rescaling during different transformation types in horizontal and 

vertical axis. (B) example of vertical periodic bands used to model non-uniform rescaling. 

  



 

Fig. S10 

 

The position decoding error along x axis. (A) position decoding error for in register (blue) vs 

uncoupled grids (red). Black: baseline. Dots represent position decoding errors at individual time 

bins and solid lines correspond to their averages. Note sharp increase of the decoding error 

within ~30 cm distances from the west slanting wall for both transformations due to newly 

appearing fields in rescaled grid cells: here the decoding breaks down since initial rate maps do 

not cover this area. ‘0’ coordinate corresponds to the east wall. (B) an example of a grid cell with 

newly appearing fields. Dashed line outlines grid structure in the rectangle. Top left: peak firing 

rates. 

  



Fig. 11 

 

Changes in grid and place fields were different albeit sometimes showing similar trends. (A) 

example of simultaneously recorded grid cell and two place cells. Grid Field (left column) and 

place cell field (middle column) close to the slanting wall shift with the wall; Place field distant 

from the wall (right column) remains unchanged. Blue (place) and black (grid) arrows represent 

moving fields. (B) two vector fields from simultaneously recorded grid cells (black) and place cells 

(blue) in expanding (left) and contracting (right) transformations show similar trends. The 

correlations between poly160˚ to poly129˚ shift reaching 0.70+0.18 (3 days, p=0.02, binomial 

test), and the rectangle to poly145˚ at 0.35+0.17 (7 days, p=0.056). (C) two other examples of the 

same expanding transformation in two different rats showing less similarity. Rats: R2383, R2338, 

R2375.  

 


